I came to Washington in March as your CMS president to represent you at the AMA National Advocacy Conference. We physicians numbered in the hundreds, and the timing was ideal: President Obama has made health care reform a key ingredient to im-
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proving our economy. CMS used this opportunity to drive home the need for a comprehensive system that ensures quality, affordability and access, while improving reimbursement for physicians. As AMA President Dr. Nancy Nielsen directed our message to the public by speaking on national TV, the rest of us physicians spread out to meet with our legislators to discuss essential elements of a reform package. It was a great week for AMA advocacy and an example of why all physicians should count themselves as members of CMS, ISMS and AMA.

And while the conference brought national visibility to the AMA, state and county level advocacy is where it all begins; the Illinois State Medical Society is active in Springfield, representing your interests with legislators, helping to craft legislation, and opposing laws that would interfere with the practice of medicine.

The ISMS also advocates on your behalf with governmental agencies and insurance companies. And at home base, the Chicago Medical Society educates local legislators through its Mini-Internship Program, in which lawmakers spend a day with a practicing physician and see first-hand the challenges they face. CMS also helps interested members to develop relationships with their elected representatives. To see what we are doing for you and your patients, please go to the ISMS Web site (www.isms.org), click on Governmental Affairs, and review the Capitol Medlog.

Without the support of county and state societies, like CMS and ISMS, there would be no AMA advocacy. AMA advocacy initiatives begin at the local level and travel up. At each stage, resolutions improve through careful review and suggestions by members like you. The health system reform objectives laid out by the AMA reflect policies that were adopted at the state and county level. Exhaustively researched, analyzed and debated, those policies eventually form the consensus of organized medicine and point in the direction it will go.

To witness the AMA in action is to be reminded that change starts with you at the grassroots.

Please, stay involved!

William A. McDade, MD, PhD
President,
Chicago Medical Society
You are cordially invited to attend the

Annual Meeting and Dinner
of the Chicago Medical Society
Honoring

William N. Werner, MD, MPH
as President of the Chicago Medical Society

Sunday, June 7, 2009
6:00 p.m. Cocktail Reception
7:00 p.m. Dinner

Maggiano’s Little Italy
111 W. Grand Ave.
Chicago, Illinois

Please arrange for:

# Of Reservation(s) at $75 per person ____

Payment Method:
○ Check or Money Order Enclosed
○ MasterCard  ○ Visa

Name(s):________________________________________

Guest Name:____________________________________Credit Card No:__________________________

Address:________________________________________Expiration Date:_____/_____

Daytime Phone: (_____ )________________Signature:______________________________

Reservations by mail should be sent to:
Chicago Medical Society, Annual Dinner, 515 N. Dearborn Street, Chicago, IL  60654

Please respond on or before June 1, 2009 to Amanda Worley
(312) 670-2550, ext. 325 or fax to (312) 670-3646
aworley@cmsdocs.org
Health care reform focus of National Advocacy Meeting

Physicians take message to Capitol Hill

With Congress poised to take up health care reform, hundreds of AMA members gathered in Washington, DC, to make the case that reform is good for the nation's economy. Meeting for the AMA’s Seventh National Advocacy Conference, legislators, health leaders, and policy experts came together to share their perspectives on fixing the U.S. health care system, including the Medicare payment formula.

Physicians heard directly from Rep. Henry Waxman (D-CA), Rep. Roy Blunt (R-MO), and keynote speaker Ezekiel J. Emanuel, MD, Special Advisor for Health Care, White House Office of Management and Budget, about reform efforts. They also made personal visits to the offices of their elected representatives to demand action. (See story below.)


Both Dr. Emanuel and MSNBC anchor Chris Matthews, who also keynoted, urged doctors to join the health reform debate. Veteran TV journalist Bill Kurtis served as master of ceremonies during the Dr. Nathan Davis Awards for Outstanding Government Service. The awards honored U.S. Senator Edward Kennedy, U.S. Rep. Nathan Deal of Georgia, and Texas Gov. Rick Perry, among others. The AMA Alliance also held its Capitol Conference—Winter Session for physicians’ spouses and their families.

The Conference ran from March 10-11.

CMS leaders meet with elected reps

Bring physicians’ perspective on health care reform

While in the nation’s Capitol, physicians met on a personal basis with their elected representatives and staff. CMS President William A. McDade, MD, PhD, and President-elect William N. Werner, MD, MPH, visited the offices of U.S. Senators Richard J. Durbin and Roland Burris, along with Representatives Jan Schakowsky, Bobby Rush and Danny Davis.

There they discussed issues likely to be part of the health reform package:

- **Medical home model:** CMS supports the concept of a patient-centered medical home, but, said Drs. McDade and Werner, there must be incentives for the use of health information technology, including electronic health records, as well as the management and coordination of care among specialists. The payment system must be redesigned to proper-
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Remote Deposit can save you a trip to the bank. Now you can deposit checks 24/7 right from your office. Just scan the checks, validate the totals, and then securely send images of those checks for deposit. It’s one of the many features of Business Checking Plus that help you customize your account and manage your cash flow at a discounted rate. Open an account today. Just stop by any National City branch, visit NationalCity.com/RemoteDeposit, or call one of the following healthcare business banking specialists:

Shaakira Mason 312-338-5333
Vibha Patel 847-432-2109
Kevin Wills 630-297-2242
ly compensate primary care physicians and specialists. Both doctors called for restructuring teaching sites with medical home features, and for increased reimbursement and funding to support faculty and trainees involved in medical home training.

- **Medical liability reform**: Drs. McDade and Werner voiced their support for preserving medical liability reform in Illinois and for reform at the national level. A key component of health system reform, liability reform is a means of protecting patients’ access to care and slowing the rising cost of health care. Both doctors explained that Illinois is only beginning to experience the stabilization this law was intended to achieve. The reform law affects only a small fraction of claims in the litigation pipelines and it needs more time to take root. “Change in the medical liability system could dramatically affect access and affordability, taking millions of dollars out of health care and putting it into the hands of lawyers,” Dr. McDade said.

- **Academic residency seats and need for more funding**: Drs. McDade and Werner expressed the urgent need to lift the cap on the number of Medicare-financed residencies. The U.S. will have about 750,000 doctors by 2025—about 159,000 fewer than it needs; and the shortage will be particularly acute for primary care doctors. Nationwide, medical school enrollment is climbing, but the question remains: how do we come up with the $200,000 per year it takes to train new doctors? So far, hospitals have been financing the extra slots through stopgap measures. Accredited schools accepted 18,036 new medical students in 2008, up 9.1% from 16,538 in 2003. The number of students applying for admission rose 21.4% in that period, from 34,786 to 42,231.

- **Medicare physician payment reform**: CMS leaders called for reform this year to ensure long-term access to care for seniors. They urged permanent action to fix the payment formula. The Medicare physician payment formula has been flawed from its inception, and since 2002 Congress has had to intervene on a yearly basis to avert projected payment cuts. The time has come for Congress to stop implementing incremental reform and replace the current payment formula with one that ties payments to the increasing cost of caring for patients.

- **Selection process for surgeon general**: CMS leaders also discussed the selection process for the position of Surgeon General. In a recent letter, CMS asked President Obama to consider physicians who are recognized as public health experts, in addition to guaranteeing that their authority will not be abridged. In a letter to Mr. Obama, Dr. Werner stated support for two pieces of federal legislation introduced in the 2007 session: S. 1777 (“A Bill to Amend Title II of the Public Health Service Act to Restore Integrity to the office of the Surgeon General”) and H.R. 3477 (“A Bill to Amend the Public Health Service Act to Ensure the Independence of the Surgeon General”).
CMS STUDENT MEMBER, JAMIE S. ENG, WAS the proud recipient of a 2009 Leadership Award, presented during the AMA Foundation Excellence in Medicine Awards dinner in Washington, DC, on March 9. Ms. Eng, a fourth-year student at Rosalind Franklin University of Medicine and Science–The Chicago Medical School, plans to pursue a career in emergency medicine.

She has also been gaining leadership skills in organized medicine thanks in part to her participation in the AMA Leadership and National Advocacy Conference.

“Before I came to Washington, I envisioned a lobbyist as a smooth-talking lawyer, with an inclination for big industry, like tobacco and pharma,” Ms. Eng said.

“Then I met 1,500 ‘lobbyists’ in three days—all of them practicing physicians. They were passionate and earnest in their efforts to educate our nation’s leaders with stories about them and their patients; it was inspirational. I came to the stark conclusion that I, too, am now a lobbyist!”

---

CMS Insurance Agency, Inc.

- Licensed staff that provides representation and assists with questions and concerns regarding medical liability insurance.
- Access to all major professional medical liability markets including the non-standard markets for the hard to place physicians.
- No added cost to your liability premium.
- The agency has sponsored activities such as, grassroots legislative advocacy and educational programs with the purpose of supporting organized medicine.
- The only agency in Illinois connected to a medical society and prides itself on being run by physicians for physicians.

For more information, please call our staff at 312.670.2550.
TOURING WALTER REED

Gaining perspective on U.S. Army Amputee Patient Care Program

Col. Charles R. Scoville, DPT, shows Dr. McDade state-of-the-art prosthetics used in the soldiers’ care.

WHILE IN WASHINGTON, DC, FOR THE National Advocacy Conference, Drs. McDade and Werner and medical student Jamie Eng toured parts of Walter Reed Army Medical Center, the Army’s largest military treatment facility. Led by Col. Charles R. Scoville, DPT, Chief of the Amputee Service, the CMS group saw first-hand how soldiers with limb loss receive state-of-the-art rehabilitative and prosthetic care. They also met personally with several recovering soldiers.

Patients who have had major limbs amputated, limb salvage procedures, or residual functional loss, are treated in the Military Advanced Training Center, a 31,000-square foot, $8.6 million facility that opened in 2007.

The following material highlights the importance of this facility.

RETURNING THEM TO ACTIVE DUTY—IF THEY WANT

The old “blueprint” for amputee medical care has totally changed, according to Col. Scoville, in a 2007 interview with the American Forces Press Service. Instead of getting patients well and mobile enough for discharge from the armed services and into VA care, soldiers are now rehabilitated so that they can return to active duty if they so desire.

At the beginning of the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, the amputee care program focused on service members who had suffered major limb loss. But that changed when the military realized that many soldiers had functional limb loss from knee fusions, multiple fractures, nerve damage and other injuries that could eventually result in amputation.

Such injuries prompted leaders to examine the care they provided for that population as well. Thanks to the latest rehabilitation regimens and high-tech prosthetics, many military amputees can opt to continue to serve and live the active “warrior athlete” lives they’d enjoyed before they were injured, Col. Scoville said.

Equipment like this is used in rehabilitation regimens that give many military amputees the option of serving their country as “warrior athletes” again.

Dr. McDade, Col. Scoville and Dr. Werner get a warm greeting from one of the assist dogs that will be assigned to live with an amputee soldier.
Midwest Clinical Conference rescheduled for 2010

Due to unforeseen construction delays at the University of Chicago, the CMS Annual Midwest Clinical Conference, which had been scheduled for May 15-17, 2009, has been postponed until next year. We apologize for any inconvenience. We will provide conference details in upcoming issues.

Dr. Werner, McDade and medical student Jamie Eng stand by the “Treadwall,” used to help rehabilitate injured soldiers.

My pledge to an injured soldier
By Jamie Eng

I had never met a service member injured in the Iraq or Afghan War. I read the news, watch CNN, have worked in a VA hospital, personally know those who had gone on tours of duty and returned unscathed, and even own a somewhat gory book entitled “War Surgery in Afghanistan and Iraq.”

When offered the opportunity to visit with wounded soldiers at Walter Reed Army Medical Center in Washington, DC, it was an easy “yes.” My husband is an Army captain, which contributed to my motivation to go, and prepared me for what the experience may involve.

We started with an impressive tour of the physical rehabilitation services for service members with limb loss. There is specialized exercise equipment, cutting-edge, life-like prosthetics technology, interactions with therapeutic and service dogs, and even computerized programs similar to an oversized Dave and Busters virtual reality game designed to improve balance and agility.

It was all very impressive, but what I wanted most was to meet some people. And so we did. We met an extraordinary young man who was seriously and permanently injured during his fourth tour of duty overseas.

He told me he had sustained traumatic, high-energy, above-knee amputations of both legs, as well as severe head injuries. He was kept in a drug-induced coma for three and a half months, and to this day, he is still unsure of the total number of surgeries he has had. For the last year, he has been making a home of Walter Reed, where he is receiving physical therapy and psychological support.

As we talked he thanked me for what I was doing. Caught off guard, I declined the credit for the medical expertise of others, that I was only a medical student. He brushed it off, assuring me that my training would only go to help him and others and again, insistently, thanked me for it. I marveled at the strength of this young man, who, despite his experience, could still summon the grace and faith to thank a total stranger for kindness not yet bestowed upon someone else.

In return, I have much gratefulness to him for what he has shared, and I hope he knows that I will not disappoint him.

Assault rifles have been specially designed for use by soldiers with prosthetics.
THE ILLINOIS STATE MEDICAL SOCIETY encourages physicians to enroll in the Health Care Notification Network (HCNN), a free service that improves patient safety and delivers important information to physicians in an expedited manner.

HCNN issues drug and medical device recalls and patient safety alerts to physicians’ e-mail addresses, replacing the current paper process that is both slow and error-prone.

Additional HCNN features include:
- No cost to physicians and their staff.
- A copy of the alerts from the HCNN can be automatically sent to practice administrators and added to their physician’s account.
- Privacy is protected by the not-for-profit board that governs the HCNN.
- The HCNN includes no advertising or selling.
- Opt out at any time.
- Alerts sent through the HCNN are paid for by manufacturers who use the network for alert delivery.

To assure you do not miss important alerts, HCNN will mail you a paper copy of the alert when their tracking system indicates you have not accessed the recall alert within 72 hours of it being sent.

It only takes a few minutes to sign-up. To enroll or learn more visit www.isms.org/physicians/special/hcnn.html.

“Red Flags Rule” Go Into Effect May 1 – ISMS Provides Guidance and Resources to Members

The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has indicated it will proceed with the May 1, 2009, compliance deadline for the new “Red Flags Rule” despite several requests from the medical community to reconsider. The Red Flags Rule relates to new FTC requirements for financial institutions and “creditors” to develop and implement written identity theft prevention programs, which the FTC contends should also apply to many medical practices.

Through the AMA’s leadership, the physician community has argued that the FTC definition of creditors does not apply to physician practices. The FTC has taken the position that any service provider who allows a client or customer to defer a payment for services can be viewed as a creditor.

ISMS has compiled several online resources to help members determine if the Red Flags Rule may apply to their practice.

ISMS members can download a free copy of the Red Flags Rule Compliance Training & Assessment Tool Kit for Health Care Providers and view other resources by visiting www.isms.org/physicians/redflag.html.

ISMS Summarizes Incentives for EHR Adoption under Federal Stimulus Law

The recently passed American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (federal “stimulus” legislation) includes a number of provisions that will result in federal financial support for health care information technology. Physicians will be able to participate in incentive programs designed to provide funding for electronic health record (EHR) adoption.

Although many of the details for how the incentives will be provided will not be known until the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) develops policies to implement the incentive program, ISMS has prepared a preliminary summary sheet for physicians who are considering EHR adoption. ISMS members can download the brochure by visiting www.isms.org/member/special/arrra/arrra.pdf. The document outlines the incentives for EHR users and potential future penalties for anyone who does not transition to an EHR system.
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At ISMIE we understand the importance of a good reputation.

For over 32 years, ISMIE has been protecting the practice of medicine in Illinois, our physician policyholders and their patients. We have built our reputation as a physician-owned and managed company. We know first-hand how frivolous liability claims can destroy reputations and impact practices. That’s why at ISMIE, whether it’s resolving a medical liability claim or working for medical liability reform, our policyholders know they can depend on our reputation to save their reputations. We stake our reputation on it everyday. For more information on how ISMIE protects the practice of medicine in Illinois, call 1-800-782-4767 or visit www.ismie.com.
NEVER TAKE GOOD HEALTH FOR GRANTED.

INTRODUCING THE MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH DEGREE PROGRAM

Located in a vastly diverse city, replete with world-class health organizations, Loyola University Chicago holds a unique position for promoting public health education. Become a better advocate for health care justice in your community by enrolling in our new master of public health degree program.

For more information, visit LUC.edu/grad/goodhealth.

Preparing people to lead extraordinary lives
In an uncertain world, you’ve told us what’s important to you—greater control and a voice. You can get both with our policy coverage and claims service. Count on us for precise communication and follow through along with the strongest, most experienced partners in the protection business.

Founded by physicians, ProAssurance Group companies have the resources to control the effects of uncertainties and protect the respected identity you’ve earned. This means your attention can stay where you want it—caring for patients.

It’s your call.
SERVICES AVAILABLE

- MARCA FUNCTIONS AS YOUR COMPLETE BACK OFFICE
- ON-LINE INPUT DATA TO THE INTERNET, NO CHARGE FOR SOFTWARE.
- MARCA DOES THE REST

CONSULTATION MARCA PROVIDES CODING SEMINARS PRACTICE MANAGEMENT SUPPORT & ASSISTANCE

MARCA'S INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY THE TOTAL SOLUTION FOR YOUR HEALTH CARE ORGANIZATION'S REIMBURSEMENT

MARCA SPECIALIZES IN MEDICAL PRACTICE REIMBURSEMENT INCLUDING THE REQUIRED FOLLOWUP & CONSULTATION, TO PROVIDE MAXIMUM LEGAL PAYMENTS FOR YOUR SOLO OR MULTI-GROUP PRACTICE, ONE OR MANY OFFICES

----

100 MILLION TRANSACTIONS PER YEAR

MARCA A BOUTIQUE AMERICAN COMPANY YOUR BUSINESS PARTNER 30 + YEARS OF PROOF OUR CLIENTS HAVE MORE IN-POCKET WITH LESS STRESS I PROMISE IT

ANNETTE C. CRAVEN, PRESIDENT DIRECT: 773 884-4501/800 345-7676 annettec@marcaindustries.com

P.O. BOX 388320, CHICAGO, IL 60638-8320 Tel 773 767-4660/800 345-7676 FAX 773 767-8320

WWW.MARCAINDUSTRIES.COM
Personnel wanted
FAMILY PRACTICE OR INTERNAL medicine physicians needed for nursing home practice. Physicians with active nursing home practice desiring employment should also inquire. Contact Martin A. Cohen at (773) 265-7346 or email mcohen@sacredheartchicago.com.

INTERNIST/FAMILY PRACTITIONER, PART-time. Extra income opportunity. Semi-retired? Need 1-2 days per week filled? Want “no strings attached?” No call, no pager. Fee-for-service work. Interesting pathology and gratifying work serving the less fortunate performing Social Security Disability examinations for medical disability applicants. Willingness and desire to learn a thought process specific to disability evaluation is essential, and different than the focus of a treating physician. Fun and supportive team. Professional Loop office on Michigan Ave. Join us! Reply to Medical Director via phone (847) 721-1414 or fax cover letter and CV to (312) 855-0216 or email to junk-eccp@gmail.com.

CHICAGO—HOME PHYSICIANS is an innovative multi-specialty practice focused on house calls to the elderly homebound. We are looking for BE/BC primary care physicians to join our team of over 30 medical staff. Our business model allows you to practice medicine without the headaches of hospital rounds, exhausting call schedules, or the stress of running your own practice. Home Physicians is a leader and innovator in house calls, visiting over 250 patients per day, and utilizing an EMR system. We offer excellent compensation over 250 patients per day, and utilizing an innovative multi-specialty practice focused on home care. We offer an excellent compensation package including productivity bonuses, comprehensive malpractice insurance with tail coverage, and company cars for patient visits. For more info, please contact Scott Schneider at (773) 342-4201; or send CV to sschneider@homephysicians.com; or www.homephysicians.com.

PHYSICIANS, STOP WORKING 55-80 hours a week! Mobile Doctors seeks physicians to make house calls to the elderly and disabled. Seeking one part-time and one full-time physician. Practice primary care with patients who really appreciate you. No night or weekend work. A company car and certified medical assistant are provided. Take your time practicing medicine without a waiting room full of patients. Fax CV to John at (312) 640-4496; or call (815) 922-1344; or mail CV to Mobile Doctors, 1229 N. North Branch #210, Chicago, IL 60622.

Office/building for sale/rent
WELL ESTABLISHED INTERNAL MEDICINE office with two examining rooms, in-office lab, pulmonary function and EKG. Across from MacNeal Hospital in Berwyn. Call evenings (773) 929-0618.

WANT TO REDUCE YOUR OVERHEAD? Office space available on first floor of modern building includes exam rooms, operating rooms, physician offices and administrative areas. Free enclosed parking. This is a turn-key operation with administrative assistance. Located at Mannheim and Higgins Road adjacent to O’Hare Intl. Airport. Call (847) 853-9900 for more information.

WELL ESTABLISHED PEDIATRIC/FAMILY practice in a medical building with pharmacy and dental offices at 11080 Halsted, Chicago. Price $292,000 includes medical practice with furniture, equipment and part of real estate. Call Jim at Abacus Realty (630) 850-9111 for showing.

Business Services
PHYSICIANS’ ATTORNEY—EXPERIENCED and affordable physicians’ legal services including practice purchases; sales and formations; partnership and associate contracts; collections, licensing and disciplinary problems; credentialing; and real estate. Initial consultation without charge. Representing practitioners since 1980. Steven H. Jesser (800) 424-0060; 790 Frontage Rd. Suite 110, Northfield, IL 60093; shj@sjesser.com or www.sjesser.com.

Welcome Back! Get Tail Coverage Credit

With American Physicians, you can go home again. We’re welcoming back doctors who were insured with us in the past by giving you credit for previous years of professional liability coverage with American Physicians. This will apply toward the five years required to receive free tail coverage upon retirement at age 55 or older. It’s as if you never left!

Dependable Coverage, Competitive Rates, Superior Value
In addition to the credit you gain from our Welcome Back! program, you will enjoy all the benefits of American Physicians’ standard-setting coverage:

- Committed to Illinois physicians since 1996
- Consistently competitive rates
- 33% higher annual aggregate limits
- Free on-site risk management assessment (a $1,500 value)
- Claims-free discounts of up to 15%
- Enhanced tail coverage

Don’t Miss Out . . .
Your welcome will never run out at American Physicians, but this Welcome Back! program is only available for a limited time. To ensure that you get credit for your past coverage, call 800-748-0465 now.

Rated A- “Excellent” by A.M. Best
Endorsed by Medical Societies
www.apassurance.com
Physicians’ Benefits Trust offers a choice of quality health insurance plans for every stage of your life.

**Part of a group practice?** Our Group Health Benefits Program offers a variety of options and is available for practice groups of 2 or more.

**On your own?** Our Individual Medical Plans offer flexible coverage for you and your family.

**Looking for tax-free advantages?** A tax-favored Health Savings Account (HSA) – paired with our lower-premium HSA Qualified High Deductible Health Insurance Plan – may be right for you.

**Looking for an alternative to traditional medical coverage?** Our Excess Major Medical is another option with a lower premium that you may want to consider.

**Age 65 or over and on Medicare?** Protect yourself against the health care expenses NOT paid by Medicare, with our quality Medicare Supplement Insurance.

---

**All Physicians’ Benefits Trust health plans offer:**

- ✔ Competitive rates with an initial 12-Month Rate GUARANTEE
- ✔ NO managed care requirements (except for organ transplant benefits)
- ✔ Portable coverage for physicians
- ✔ Prompt, courteous, experienced service

**Sponsored by:**

**Owned by:**

---

Find out more. Call TOLL-FREE 1-800-621-0748 or visit us online at: [www.pbtinsurance.com](http://www.pbtinsurance.com)